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Abstract—Broadband Radio Frequency Energy Harvesting is a 
lucrative area of research nowadays. In this paper, we analyze 
various antennas for Radio Frequency Energy Harvesting in 
terms of broadband gain, return loss and packing conformality. 
Use of hexagonal spiral antenna which can provide excellent 
broadband characteristics without putting any bound on 
packing conformality is particularly emphasized. Analysis is 
based on simulation of various antennas using Method of 
Moments in IE3D Software. (Abstract) 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
The use and development of planar antennas for Radio 

frequency Energy Harvesting has been done by various 
researchers like Sim [1], Hagerty [2], Bouchouicha [3]. 
Progress in this field has been made by designing 
rectangular patch antennas, spiral antennas and rectennas 
(rectifying antennas). The drawback of using rectangular 
patch antennas is their inherently narrow bandwidth [4]. On 
the contrary spiral antennas posses radiation pattern over 
wide range of frequencies [5]. However spiral antennas have 
much lesser packing conformality when built on printed 
circuit boards. A conformal antenna is an antenna that 
conforms to do something [6]. In our case it shall conform 
to high density planar packing. Use of a spiral antenna 
causes a large fraction of area of printed circuit board to 
remain uncovered. Optimizing the antenna cover area on 
printed circuit boards would have given us much higher 
amount of power as we could have placed greater number of 
antenna patches. However the optimization method should 
be such that nearly same characteristics as spiral antennas 
are obtained.  

 An ultimate solution to this problem could be use of a 
hexagonal spiral antenna [7]. In the subsequent sections 
rectangular patch antenna, Archimedean spiral antenna, 
square spiral antenna and hexagonal spiral antenna are 
analyzed and their performance in terms of broadband gain, 
return loss and conformality has been compared. The 
frequency range 0.2-2.4 GHz is selected taking the 
consideration that most of the radiation for domestic 
appliances including Television [8], Mobile [9] [10], 

Bluetooth etc) lies in this range and hence the antennas can 
be used for capturing broadband radiation. 

II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEXAGONAL 
SPIRAL AND ARCHIMEDEAN SIRAL GEOMETRIES 

An Archimedean spiral is represented by [11] 
                                               (1) 

Where, r0 is the initial radius and a is the growth rate. If a= 
0, the spiral will not grow and hence will form a circle. 
In the very similar way we can relate a hexagonal spiral 
with a hexagon. In order to simplify our calculations and 
understanding we would use a circle for representing an 
Archimedean spiral and a hexagon for representing a 
hexagonal spiral. A circle is a limiting case of a many sided 
polygon [12]. From the above lines we conclude that a 
hexagonal spiral should give approximately the same 
characteristics as an Archimedean spiral. The use of a 
square spiral antenna was suggested by Minhong [13] and 
Mickle [14]. However a hexagonal spiral tends to approach 
a circular shape better than a square spiral and hence is 
expected to generate better characteristics in terms of 
broadband gain. Moreover the hexagonal spiral would be 
efficient to maintain packing conformality which could also 
be maintained in square spiral antenna. 
 

III. COMPARISON OF UNCOVERED AREA IN 
ARCHIMEDEAN SPIRAL AND HEXAGONAL SPIRAL 

GEOMETRIES 
We have already mentioned relationship between circle 

and Archimedean spiral and also between hexagon and 
hexagonal spiral. So in this analysis we deal with simple 
hexagons and circles and try to find the percentage of 
uncovered area if circular or spiral patches are used in a 
panel. 
“Fig. 1” would demonstrate the uncovered area: 

 
Figure 1.  Uncovered area calculation 
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The percentage of uncovered or wastage area (%U) is 
represented by (2) 
 

                                     (2) 
Where, x and y are the length and breadth of the area to be 
covered, n is the number of circles covering the area and r is 
the radius of each circle. For a hexagonal spiral panel 
theoretically this area would be zero but practically for 
routing and proper placement a fraction of area would still 
be uncovered. This routing and placement area is required 
for any antenna panel design and will be approximately 
equal for any antenna panel designed. So while comparing 
the uncovered area it would not be necessary to calculate 
this area considering it as a general wastage. 
 

IV. PROPOSED GEOMETRY AND PLACEMENT OF 
HEXAGONAL SPIRAL 

The idea of placement of hexagonal spiral antennas has 
been inspired from hexagonal cell structure arrangement 
found in mobile communications [15]. The proposed 
placement to get the highest packing conformality is shown 
in “Fig. 2” and “Fig. 3” 

 
Figure 2.   Hexagonal spiral antenna 

 

 
Figure 3.   Array of Hexagonal Spiral Antenna 

 
An Archimedean spiral antenna is shown in “Fig. 4”. The 
array for this spiral antenna is shown in “Fig. 5” 

 
Figure 4.    Archimedean spiral antenna 

 

 
Figure 5.   Array of Archimedean spiral antenna 

 
A square spiral antenna is shown in “Fig. 6”. The 4-element 
array for this spiral antenna is shown in “Fig. 7” 

 
Figure 6.   Square spiral antenna 

 
 

 
Figure 7.   Array of square spiral antenna 

 

V. COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
The antennas are designed on Rogers RT/duroid 

6010.2LM substrate having dielectric constant 10.2 [16]. 
The designed antennas are simulated in IE3D Software 
which uses Method of Moments (MoM) [17] for finding the 
solution. The total field gain and the return loss of the 
antennas were simulated and compared. We have 
concentrated only on these two parameters as these are the 
most important parameters when an antenna is to be used 
for radio frequency energy harvesting applications. The total 
field gain plot for a rectangular patch antenna with resonant 
frequency of 1.2 GHz, an Archimedean spiral antenna, a 
square spiral antenna and a hexagonal spiral antenna having 
an effective bandwidth of 0.2-2.4 GHz are shown through 
“Fig. 8” to “Fig. 11” 
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Figure 8.  Gain vs Frequency plot for rectangular patch antenna 

 

 
Figure 9.  Gain vs frequency plot for Archimedean spiral antenna 

 

 
Figure 10.  Gain vs frequency plot for square spiral antenna 

 

 
Figure 11.   Gain vs frequency plot for hexagonal spiral antenna 

 
The return loss plots for these antennas are shown through 
“Fig. 12” to “Fig. 15”.  
 

 
Figure 12. Return loss vs frequency plot for a rectangular patch antenna 

 

 
Figure 13. Return loss vs frequency plot for Archimedean spiral antenna 
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Figure 14.  Return loss vs frequency plot for square spiral antenna 

 

 
Figure 15.  Return loss vs frequency plot for hexagonal spiral antenna 

 
 

VI. PRACTICAL DESIGN ASPECTS 
From the above plots we observe that a hexagonal spiral and 
an Archimedean spiral antenna have almost similar 
characteristics. In the initial stage of our fabrication process 
we have found the savings in printed circuit board area. 
Theoretically the area wasted can be given by the formula  

, where x and y are the dimensions of Printed 
Circuit Board, r is the radius of the spiral if an Archimedean 
spiral was used and n is the number of such spirals. For 
example if a square board of side 200 mm is used and each 
Archimedean spiral has a radius 20 mm then we can 
accommodate twenty five such spirals as shown in “Fig. 16”. 
The area wasted using the formula is 8584.073 mm2. This 
area would be enough to accommodate more than six such 
Archimedean spirals.  

Thus more number of spirals could be accommodated if 
we use hexagonal spiral instead of Archimedean spiral 
(considering the area required for separation between the 
antennas in both cases are same). 

 

 
Figure 16.  Wastage area calculation for Archimedean spiral array  

VII. CONCLUSION 
From the above calculations, observations and results we 

can conclude that a hexagonal spiral antenna is much more 
advantageous than an Archimedean spiral or square spiral 
antenna. Advancements in printed circuit board technology 
with inherent high dielectric constant substrate will 
definitely make hexagonal spiral antenna arrays a need for 
the future. 

VIII. FURTHER WORK  
The practical design of hexagonal spiral antenna is under 

progress. After the practical design of the panel on Rogers 
Duroid Laminate is over, a hybrid logarithmic hexagonal 
spiral antenna would be designed which combines the 
properties of a hexagonal spiral and a logarithmic spiral.  
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